How a Multimillion-Dollar Healthcare Association Vastly Increased Marketing Department
Productivity, Utilization and Results in 65 Days
About MGMA
Medical Group Management Association (MGMA) is the premier
association for professionals who lead medical practice. Since 1926,
through data, people, insights, and advocacy, MGMA empowers
medical group practices to innovate and create meaningful change in
healthcare. With a membership of more than 45,000 medical practice
administrators, executives, and leaders, MGMA represents more than
12,500 organizations of all sizes, types, structures and specialties that
deliver almost half of the healthcare in the United States.

Big Buzz’s Approach

Research
Big Buzz’s gathered quantitative and voice-of-the customer
data on what marketing tactics were most consumed and
acted upon and researched existing data including
analytics and past marketing studies. Additionally, the
agency worked with the organization and conducted a full
review of the existing marketing tactical plan, to include
more than 700 tactics.

Before
7 Tactical Plans

1 Weekly Scrum Board + 1 Tactical Plan

Unclear Priorities

2 Wildly Important Goals (WIGs)
3 Objectives for Reaching Those Goals

Unclear Systems
and Processes

Effective Project Management Function
Effective Client Services Tools: Creative
Briefs, Approval Forms, etc.

Unclear Data
Reporting Strategy

GOAL: Clear Expectations Set on Which
Metrics Executive Team Wants Reported
(Meeting Postponed)

Tactical Rather Than
Strategic Approach

Team-Wide Focus on 7 Critical Strategies for
Reaching the Objectives Tied to the WIGs
All Strategies Backed By Research (Survey
Data, Competitor Research)

Strategy
From that data, Big Buzz created a messaging strategy to
articulate MGMA membership positioning and differentiators, a strategic marketing plan to include the finite set of
tactics on which to focus to meet the enterprise-wide
revenue goal and a data reporting strategy detailing
available data and missing mission-critical data – all in a
65-day period. After that period, Big Buzz worked with the
organization to develop the data reporting strategy solution
to help optimize ongoing marketing efforts, a content
marketing strategy to increase brand awareness, a campaign
strategy to increase sales and a systems and processes
strategy to further increase team productivity and utilization.

After
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Create, Implement and Optimize
In order to align all members of the marketing team with executive expectations and marketing department best practices, three members
of the Big Buzz team trained and coached the MGMA marketing team to become proficient in four business models: the OGSM model, the
project management model, the marketing strategy model, the marketing messaging model.

OBJECTIVE

GOALS

STRATEGIES

MEASURES

The Results
The VP of Industry Insights and CEO noted that a
core team of 5 marketers is now able to produce
higher quality work than the original team of 14
marketers, and that the marketing department is
now able to accurately report data tracking to
fiscal goals.

Big Buzz offers healthcare organizations
result-driven marketing that moves quickly and
easily to market, all with top-notch customer
service. We are relentless about our commitment to agility so that we can help each client
organization attract its ideal patients or clients
and become more readily productive, profitable
and successful. For a complimentary initial
marketing strategy session with our experts,
visit www.bigbuzzinc.com/contact-us.

“The MGMA marketing department is more efficient
and effective and more adept at producing the right
work thanks to the consultation that Wendy and her
team at Big Buzz offered. We are grateful for the
change they brought to our organization and for
Wendy’s direct communication style. In 65 days,
we achieved our goal: to lay the foundation for
the MGMA marketing team to be a world-class,
strategically thinking group.”
–Halee Fischer-Wright, CEO, MGMA

